US government to launch a criminal investigation of gulf oil spill

Always a half step behind in its PR the Obama administration launches a criminal investigation. And The Washington Post blessed it with 'breaking news.'

News Alert: Federal government launches criminal probe of gulf oil spill
04:04 PM EDT Tuesday, June 1, 2010
-------------------

The federal government has launched a criminal probe into the massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder said Tuesday.

Federal agencies, including the FBI, are participating in the probe, Holder told reporters after meeting with state and federal prosecutors in New Orleans. "If we find evidence of illegal behavior, we will be forceful in our response," he said.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/LI37JS/IXZVN/42P9JW/6EAPKT/H33UY/ZH/t

Search term: criminal gulf oil That became criminal and gulf and oil for SocialPing.

This generated 1500 messages for the first search. Almost all of them were about this story rather than about some earlier incident. Since SocialPing is not likely to go back as far as 1500 messages the Archivist desktop search should supplement the SocialPing search.
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